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Abstract A key engineering parameter of thin coatings
is their stiffness. Stiffness characterization of ultrathin
coatings with a nanometer scale thickness is experimen-
tally challenging. In this work, three feasible methods
have been used to estimate the Young’s modulus of
metal coatings on polymer films. The methods are: (1)
nanoindentation, (2) strain-induced elastic buckling and
(3) peak-force measurements integrated in atomic force
microscopy. The samples were prepared by atomic layer
deposition of TiO2 (6 and 20 nm thick) and mixed oxides
of TiO2 and Al2O3 (4 and 20 nm thick). The differences
in estimated Young’s modulus are interpreted in terms
of the underlying assumptions and test conditions. Their
specific advantages and drawbacks are also compared
and discussed. In particular, the nanoindentation neces-
sitates a sufficiently sharp indenter tip to make localized

measurements dominated by the coating. The strain-
induced elastic buckling method is simple in practice,
but showed a large scatter due to variation in local
coating thickness and irregular deformation patterns.
The stiffness characterization using atomic force micro-
scopy gave the most consistent results, due to a sharp tip
with a radius comparable to the thinnest coating
thickness. All methods gave a higher Young’s modulus
for the TiO2 coating than for the mixed oxide coating,
with a variation within one order of magnitude between
the methods.

Keywords Nano coating, Young’s modulus, Polymer
substrate

Introduction

Carton food packages are indeed an important inven-
tion. Every day, billions of liters of water, milk, juice
and other liquid foods are consumed around the world.
Carton packaging is mostly used to contain and protect
beverages so that they can be transported to the
consumers with increased lifetime. The barrier func-
tion is today mainly assured by aluminum foils. This
material protects food from the outside (intrusion of
oxygen, humidity, etc.), as well as prevents leakage by
keeping the nutrients inside.1 One of the potential
candidates which can replace aluminum foil is a thin
metal oxide brittle coating deposited on a polymer film
substrate.2 A number of material properties are typi-
cally of interest in coatings development. One of these
properties is the stiffness, which affects the strain and
stress state in coating structures. It is needed in the
estimation of interfacial fracture toughness in coatings
subject to mechanical loading.

There are some well-known methods to characterize
coatings on polymers such as the fragmentation test.3

This test can be used to calculate the interfacial shear
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strength between coating and polymer substrate, based
on the observation of crack density of the coating, as
an increasing tensile strain is being applied. Analytical
models have been developed to determine adhesive
properties of the interface from the crack density at
saturation.4 Finite element simulation has also been
used for the coating/substrate assemblies to determine
the cohesive fracture toughness of the interface.5,6 To
use these analytical or numerical approaches, it is first
necessary to determine the elastic properties of the
coating. Most coatings are assumed to be isotropic, and
the foremost parameter is then the Young’s modulus,
E, since the Poisson ratio, m, does not show as much
variation and has less influence on adhesive behavior.
The determination of coating Young’s modulus is of
particular interest for thin coatings, where it is known
to depend on the coating thickness.7

The focus of this work is therefore to investigate the
Young’s modulus of thin metal oxide coating using
independent methods. Three experimental methods
have been used to obtain values of the Young’s modulus,
namely nanoindentation, mechanical buckling measure-
ment and Peak-Force Quantitative Nanomechanical
Property Mapping technique (PF-QNM). Since the
ultrathin coatings (thickness in the order of 10 nm) do
not allow for stiffness characterization by in-plane
tensile testing, all three methods are based on local
out-of-plane deformations. Using three complementary
characterization methods for the same material also
gives the opportunity to compare the methods in
practice and identify the different advantages and
drawbacks of the methods for the present class of
coating materials. Furthermore, this work also seeks to
determine the mechanical properties of coating alterna-
tives to aluminum and their thickness dependency.

Materials and methods

Samples

The materials in this study were selected based on their
barrier function for carton food packages. All coatings
were deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD) on
polymer film substrate. The materials of these coatings
are TiO2 (titanium oxide) and MOX (mixed oxide,
composed of even contributions of TiO2 and Al2O3).
The thickness of these coatings was 20 nm for the
thicker coatings of both materials, 4 nm for the thin
MOX coating and 6 nm for the thin TiO2. The
thickness was determined by the number of deposition
cycles since only one atomic layer is produced for each
cycle. The substrate, biaxially oriented polyethylene
terephthalate (BoPET) film 120-lm-thick Teijin Meli-
nex ST504 from Dupont, was the same for all barrier
coatings. The thickness of the coating is negligible
compared with the thickness of the substrate, and the
in-plane stiffness of the coated film is therefore entirely
dominated by the stiffness of the substrate.

Tensile testing

The Young’s modulus of the substrate was obtained by
tensile test from the slope of the initial linear regime of
the stress–strain diagram. Three tests were carried out
for each barrier coating. The influence of the ultrathin
coating on the film stiffness was substantially smaller
than the measurement scatter. The samples were cut in
small pieces with dimensions 4 mm 9 20 mm using
scalpel and ruler. The samples were stretched up to
40% of nominal strain, the speed was 0.1 mm/min, and
the gauge length was > 10 mm. All data were mea-
sured by the Deben ‘‘Microtest’’ tensile stage, and the
scatter was taken as the standard deviation of the test
results.

Nanoindentation

The main principle of this technique is the nanoscale
indentation of a rigid indenter into the surface of a
deformable material. From the load–deflection curve
of the unloading phase, the elastic properties close to
the surface can be obtained.8 The CSM Ultra Nano
Hardness Tester with a diamond cube corner indenter
of 40 nm tip radius was used for all ALD samples. At
the time of testing, this was the sharpest tip available
for this particular nanoindentation device. The inden-
tation depth was up to 30 nm. The loading rate was
chosen to be 100 lN/min, as a compromise to be slow
enough to obtain stable data and fast enough to avoid
viscous effects. A holding time of 10 s before unloading
was chosen to let the material set, and thus avoid
viscous effects in the unloading curve.9 The sample size
was around 5 mm 9 5 mm, and 10 indentations were
made for each sample from which the average Young’s
modulus of the coating was calculated. Each specimen
was attached using double-sided adhesive tape on top
of the horizontal sample holder. The influence of the
adhesive tape was neglected since the indentation
depth was extremely shallow. The contact stiffness was
experimentally measured from the initial portion of
unloading curve10,11

S ¼ dP

dh

� �
max

¼ mPmaxðhmax � hpÞ�1 ¼ b
2ffiffiffi
p

p Er

ffiffiffiffi
A

p

ð1Þ

where Er is the reduced modulus, A is the projected
area, hmax � hp is the total penetration depth, Pmax is
the maximum force, and m and b are constants which
depend on the geometry of the indenter. The value of b
was set to 1.0 for a hemispherical indenter,11 and the
projected area A and constant m were experimentally
calibrated by the nanoindentation device. The
calibration of A accounts for the assumed spherical
tip. Once the reduced modulus Er is known, the
Young’s modulus of the coating, Ec, is obtained
through9–12
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1 � mc

1
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� 1�mi

Ei

ð2Þ

where Ei is the Young’s modulus of the indenter, 1145
GPa. The Poisson ratios of the indenter and coating,
vi and vc are 0.070 and 0.30, respectively, for the
diamond indenter8 and titanium and aluminum oxide
coatings.13

Strain-induced elastic buckling instability
for mechanical measurement

The phenomenon of elastic buckling instability of a
superficial coating subjected to in-plane compressive
strains can be instrumental in estimating the stiffness of
the coating. This kind of test is usually abbreviated
SIEBIMM in the literature, denoting strain-induced
elastic buckling instability for mechanical measure-
ment. The principle is to measure the buckling wave-
length caused by an applied or residual compressive
strain on coating/substrate–film. The analytical model-
ing typically requires that (1) the stiffness of the
coating is much higher than that of the substrate,
Ec � Es, (2) the substrate is thicker than the coating,
hs � hc, and (3) the buckling takes place in the small
strain regime. Figure 1 shows schematically how the
buckles appear as well as the important dimensions in
the cross section. In our case, a tensile strain was
applied and, due to the Poisson effect (quantified by mc

and ms ), the elastic buckling forms by an effective
lateral contraction force F.

A practical approach has been developed by Volyn-
skii et al.,14 where they reported the mechanism of
buckling formation in the gold layer of 10 nm thick on
PET substrate and derived the relation for the wave-
length

k ¼ 2phc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1 � m2

s ÞEc

3 1 � m2
c

� �
Es

3

s
ð3Þ

as a function of the thickness of the coating, hc, the
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratios of the coating
and the substrate using Euler derivative equation.

Later, Stafford et al.15 used this equation to deter-
mine the Young’s modulus of the coating using a
designed tensile stage with laser diffraction to measure
the wavelength of the buckled coating. Solving for Ec

gives SIEBIMM main equation

Ec ¼
3

8p3
Es

1 � m2
c

1 � m2
s

k
hc

� �3

: ð4Þ

A state of plane strain is assumed. In our case, the
Poisson ratios mc and ms are 0.3013 and 0.44,1 respec-
tively. Equation (4) was also used, e.g., by Cranston
et al.16 to determine the Young’s modulus of thin films
(� 70 nm) of nanofibrillated cellulose multilayers
using a tensile microtest stage together with scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). Such studies show that
SIEBIMM may be effective for elastic characterization
of thin layers.

It should be noted that equation (4) is applicable
only for small deformations. Jiang et al.17 proposed a
correction of equation (3) for the case of finite defor-
mation in buckling due to substrate prestraining. By
use of their approach, a corrected wavelength k0 can be
calculated

k0 ¼ kð1 þ eTÞð1 þ nÞ1=3 ð5Þ

where

n ¼ 5eT 1 þ eTð Þ=32:

The compressive transverse strain, eT ¼ �msek, is
determined from the applied longitudinal tensile strain
at buckling onset ek. The buckling strain ek and the
wavelength k are obtained experimentally.

In this study, four SIEBIMM tests were carried out
in situ in a Deben ‘‘Microtest’’ tensile stage installed in
a Hitachi TM-1000 table-top SEM operating at 15 kV
with a backscattered electron detector. For high
magnification, the specimen was subsequently brought
to a Zeiss Merlin field emission gun SEM used at an
acceleration voltage of 2 kV and the high-efficiency
secondary electron (HE-SE2) detector suited for
detailed topographic analysis. The considered coatings
were made from nonconductive materials. Conse-
quently, unwanted charging effects were observed in
the SEM during the first attempts. In order to reduce
the charging effects, all these samples were coated on
top of barrier layers with Au–Pd conductive coating by
Quorum SC7640 polaron sputter coater.

The effects of the Au–Pd coating on the mechanical
experiments are presented in Appendix A. In these
tests, the coating properties were examined in the
lateral direction, measuring the buckling size before
and after the conductive layer, and longitudinal direc-

Crack

ε

ε

F
F

E v hC , C , C

E v hS , S , S

λ

Fig. 1: Buckling formation due to an effective compressive
force (Poisson effect) in a coated film caused by an applied
tensile strain
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tion, observing the cracking progress regarding tensile
strain in different Au–Pd thicknesses. Essentially, it
could not be demonstrated that the conductive coating
had any influence on the estimation of coating stiffness.

Figure 2 illustrates how the SIEBMM test was
performed. A removable rig was designed and manu-
factured to fit the Deben tensile stage in the vacuum
chamber of the table-top SEM, as shown in Fig. 2a.
When the buckling was clearly observed in situ during
tensile testing in the SEM, the loading was stopped and
the applied strain in the sample was fastened by
tightening two fixation screws in the removable rig, as
shown in Fig. 2b. The compact rig was then detached
and taken to the high-resolution SEM. The removable
rig can thus swiftly be taken out from the microtensile
stage and moved to a high-resolution SEM while
maintaining the tensile strain at buckling onset ek, as
shown in Fig. 2c.

AFM peak-force measurements

The Young’s modulus of the coatings was also
estimated using a Multimode 8 Atomic Force Micro-
scope, Bruker, in the Peak-Force Quantitative
Nanomechanical Mapping (PF-QNM) mode.12,18 A
silicon probe was utilized with the tip radius of 8 nm.
PF-QNM mode is a technique to quantitatively mea-
sure the surface mechanical properties of the sample
by recording the force–separation feedback loop in the
AFM as illustrated in Fig. 3. The Young’s modulus, the
adhesion force, energy dissipation and the sample
deformation can be extracted from this loop, where the
Young’s modulus can be estimated by fitting the
retraction part of the force–separation loop to the
Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT) model19:

F � Fadh ¼ 4

3
EAFM

r

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rðd� d0Þ3

q
ð6Þ

where F � Fadh is the difference between the force on
the cantilever and the adhesion force, R is the tip
radius, EAFM

r is the reduced modulus, and d� d0 is the
sample deformation. Just as for nanoindentation, the
Young’s modulus of the coating is calculated from the
reduced modulus by equation (2).

Results and discussion

Tensile testing

The in-plane tensile test confirmed that there was no
influence of the coating stiffness on the film stiffness,
which was effectively dominated by the substrate. The
obtained value of the Young’s modulus of the substrate
was comparable for all samples, and no tangible
difference was found compared with the same sub-
strate material without any barrier coating.20 That also

Fig. 2: Steps in the elastic buckling instability analysis: (a) The removable rig attached in tensile stage. (b) The fixation rig
which is dismounted at the point of buckling formation. (c) The rig is brought to a high-resolution SEM for measurement of
the buckle dimensions

0

Fadh

DeformationFo
rc

e

Tip-sample separation

DTM fit for elastic modulus

Fig. 3: Force–separation curve generated in AFM PF-QNM
mode
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shows that the ALD manufacturing process did not
change the elastic property of the polymer substrate.
Figure 4 shows the results from tensile test.

Nanoindentation

The contact stiffness was determined by least squares
fitting from unloading curves starting at 98% down to
40% of the maximum measured force. With a holding
time of 10 s before unloading, obvious viscous effects
could be avoided. Figure 5 shows the results from the

nanoindentation tests, from which the coating Young’s
moduli were determined using equations (1) and (2) as
an average from 10 measurements. These values are
summarized in Table 1 together with those from the
other independent test methods. For some indenta-
tions, in particular for the thinner coatings, viscous
effects due to the polymer substrate were apparent.
This resulted occasionally in nearly vertical unloading
curves in the force–indentation diagrams.

SIEBIMM

The buckling formation was observed in situ by SEM.
The strain for onset of buckling could then be
determined. It was noticed that the strains for initial
buckling showed a significant variation, since the
elastic instability was controlled by the local thickness
and elastic properties. A high tensile strain at buckling
onset was observed for the thinner TiO2 and MOX
coatings of 0.31 and 0.42, respectively. For 20-nm
coatings, the buckling was perceptible at tensile strain
of 0.1. Occasionally, cracks were found along the ridges
of the larger buckles (see Fig. 6). The wavelength of
the cracked buckles was, however, found to be the
same as with the uncracked ones. If a band of adjacent
buckles could not be found, the local wavelength of
localized buckles was measured.

Figure 6 shows the buckles on top of a TiO2 coating
of 6 nm strained at 0.31 in the longitudinal direction.
This image was taken from the center of the sample,
where the load was relatively uniform. This region had
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Fig. 4: Young’s modulus of the coated substrate
determined from tensile testing
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Fig. 5: Force versus indentation depth in nanoindentation of the coatings. (a) TiO2 6 nm, (b) TiO2 20 nm, (c) MOX 4 nm,
(d) MOX 20 nm

Table 1: Summary of estimated Young’s moduli for the characterization methods

Barrier coating hc (nm) Tensile test Nanoindentation AFM SIEBIMM Bulk19

Es (GPa) Ec (GPa) Ec (GPa) Ec (GPa) Ec (GPa)

TiO2 6 3.5 ± 0.4 44 ± 19 45 ± 2 420 ± 140 115
TiO2 20 3.2 ± 0.4 35 ± 17 76 ± 2 64 ± 16 115
MOX 4 3.7 ± 0.2 31 ± 21 29 ± 2 240 ± 110 160–180
MOX 20 3.0 ± 0.3 23 ± 09 43 ± 3 52 ± 13 160–180
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a high and relatively uniform concentration of buckles.
The wavelength pattern was different that those
reported by Stafford et al.,15 Volynskii et al.14 and
Cranston et al.16 The buckling process is influenced by
the stiffness ratio Ec/Es, according to equation (3). The
reported values ranged in the order 103–105, whereas in
this study, the ratio is in the range of 7–25.

All coatings had similar buckling shapes, but showed
different dimensions. The size of all buckles was
measured in SEM, and then averaged to calculate the
coating Young’s modulus Ec using equation (4).The
values are reported in Table 1.

AFM peak-force measurement

The indentation depth in AFM was controlled within a
few nm by a sharp AFM tip (radius of 8 nm), resulting
in a limited influence from the substrate, which is
suitable for ultrathin coating measurement. Figure 7
shows the effective Young’s modulus maps of an area
approximately 1 lm2 for each barrier coating. Each
pixel in the AFM images corresponds to a loop
described previously in Fig. 3. Each image is made
up of more than 250,000 measurements. The measured
force deformations for all pixels were used to deter-
mine the average Young’s modulus of the coating by
means of equations (2) and (5).

The average values of each coating are reported in
Table 1.

Comparison of results

The results from the various characterization tech-
niques are summarized in Table 1, where the scatter is
the standard deviation of these values. Although the
values of Young’s moduli of the coatings are all in the
same order of magnitude, there are considerable
differences. The TiO2 coating of 6 nm and MOX
coating of 4 nm had a relatively good agreement
between the nanoindentation and AFM values, but
very high values for the SIEBIMM values. The 20-nm
coatings showed a large variation between the different
characterization methods. For comparison, bulk mod-
ulus from literature13 is presented in the last column.
The presented methods showed higher stiffness for the
TiO2 coatings than for the MOX coatings, which was
not the case for the literature values.13 The buckling
method, SIEBIMM, showed higher Young’s moduli for
both materials, compared with AFM and nanoinden-
tation. The sensitivity and accuracy of this method is
adversely affected by the relatively low coating–
substrate stiffness ratio and inelastic deformations at
high strains. As for the thickness dependency, only the
AFM test method showed a higher stiffness for the
thicker coatings.

Concluding remarks

Four test methods were experimentally assessed for the
determination of the Young’s moduli of ultrathin
coatings deposited on polymer films. Tensile testing is
generally unsuitable to characterize the coating stiff-
ness for thin coated polymer films, since the measured
stiffness is dominated by the relatively thick polymer
film.

Nanoindentation gave crude measures of the coating
Young’s modulus, since the radius of the indenter tip
was higher than the coating thickness. Viscous effects
were observed, in particular for the thinly coated
samples. The viscoelastic polymer substrate then
affects the estimated coating stiffness.21 Shallow inden-
tations with sharp tips on nonviscous materials would
lead to improvements in this method. We tried to use
approaches that account the substrate effect: Song/

Fig. 6: SEM image of a TiO2 coating of 6 nm stretched at
0.31 strain

Fig. 7: AFM mapping of the effective Young’s modulus of the coatings. (a) TiO2 6 nm, (b) TiO2 20 nm, (c) MOX 4 nm,
(d) MOX 20 nm
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Pharr,22 Hay/Crawford23 and King21 models. These
models were developed in a range of hundred nanome-
ters of coating thickness and depend of normalized
contact area over coating thickness. It turned out that
the values of the coating modulus did not improve.

The buckling method, SIEBIMM, has the advantage
of being straightforward, not requiring an advanced
apparatus to measure local loads and displacements. In
our case, the buckles appeared at relatively high
strains, where the polymer substrate was subject to
some inelastic deformation. The moduli estimated
using this method were much larger than those from
the other methods. With a fully elastic and relatively
compliant substrate, such as an elastomer, the clarity of
the buckles and the calculated stiffness values would
most likely be improved.

The AFM method showed the most consistent
results compared with the other methods. In this case,
the tip radius was much smaller than that used in
nanoindentation, which provides better local deforma-
tion. For nanoindentation, it is likely pushing the
coating down rather than being measured from a point
load at a pyramidal tip (Oliver Pharr method). Addi-
tionally, the indentation depth in AFM is small enough
to have only a limited influence of the viscoelastic
polymer substrate. A considerable amount of stiffness
data is generated, since the AFM equipment automat-
ically maps a given area. This leads to average values of
higher statistical confidence compared with few point-
wise measurements in nanoindentation.

Although the variation was large in absolute num-
bers, all methods showed the same trend with a higher
Young’s modulus for the TiO2 coating than for the
MOX coating (TiO2 and Al2O3 mixture). This is
consistent with Cherneva et al.,24 who measured a
slightly higher modulus for TiO2 than for Al2O3.

The influence of the coating thickness on Young’s
modulus of the coating was not conclusive. The AFM
method showed a higher stiffness for the thicker
coating, whereas the other methods showed the reverse
order, which was also found by Chen et al.7

To estimate Young’s modulus of coatings with a
thickness of less than 0.1 lm is indeed challenging. The
present paper presents a number of candidate meth-
ods, each with their specific advantages and drawbacks.
Both AFM and nanoindentation are based on pushing
in and retracting a rigid tip. AFM allows for more
shallow indentation, which makes it more suitable for
very thin coatings. The advantage of SIEBIMM is its
simplicity since only the wavelength of coating buckles
needs to be measured, but it relies on elastic reversible
deformation at relatively high strains which is not
always feasible. Overall, all presented methods still
show potential to rank the stiffness properties of thin
coatings. Quantitative measures are, however, needed,
e.g., in models predicting the fragmentation of strained
brittle coatings.
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Appendix A: Effects of the conductive layer
in the barrier coating properties

Observation of buckling caused by elastic instability in
thin coatings typically requires a conductive coating in
SEM analysis since the features of interest are in the
sub-micron scale. In order to reduce charging effects,
all the samples were coated on top of the barrier layer
with a Au–Pd conductive coating by Quorum SC7640
polaron sputter coater. Au–Pd is one of thinnest
continuous coating materials for SEM purposes.25 For
the deposition process the following parameters were
used: an accelerate voltage of 2 kV, a plasma discharge
current of 20 mA, a pressure between 5 and 8 Pa and a
deposition time of 1 min. Using these parameters
provides a layer of 8.5 nm thick,26 which was the
minimum thickness allowing observation of surface
buckling and fracture without excessive charging
effects. The issue to address here is whether or not
this additional layer would have any influence on the
buckling formation and size.

To investigate the influence of the Au–Pd coating,
two different test samples were produced with the TiO2

20-nm coating. In the first one, the sample was
stretched up to a strain level of 0.12, where the buckles
were clearly observed and then Au–Pd was sputtered
on top of coating. In the second one, the Au–Pd was
sputtered before the stretching at the same strain. Both
test samples were observed in the SEM using an
acceleration voltage of 3 kV and the high-efficiency
secondary electron HE-SE2 detector. The micrographs
can be seen in Fig. 8, where (a) the precoated and (b)
the post-coated samples show the same deformation
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behavior. The similarities are also found at higher
magnification for (c) the precoated and (d) post-coated
samples. Not only qualitatively, but also quantitatively
did the dimensions of the buckles not show any
significant difference if the conductive coating was
applied before or after the buckling formation. It is
therefore assumed that the Au–Pd coating did not
influence the mechanical behavior in the SIEBIMM
test of the TiO2 coated film.

In addition, the conductive coating did not have
significant influence on the fragmentation process of
the brittle barrier coating in tensile loading. Figures 9
and 10 show that the crack accumulation was not
influenced by the thickness of the conductive coating
for the MOX and TiO2 films, respectively.

The Au–Pd is not a continuous monolithic material,
but shows a granular structure at high magnification as

shown in Fig. 11, obtained in 246 k9 of magnification
with an in-lens secondary electron detector. The Au–
Pd layer has a granular structure on the polymer
surface in the crack, as well as on the TiO2 barrier. If
these granules are separated from each other in
tension, the conductive layer cannot expect to carry
much stress, which has also been pointed out by
Rochat et al.27

Based on the negligible influence of the Au–Pd
coating on the buckling formation and tensile crack-
ing of the investigated metal oxide coatings, it is
assumed that the conductive coating does not have
any influence in the mechanical analysis of the
SIEBIMM test. The observed microstructure with
separable granules in the conductive coating can be a
reason for the very limited mechanical effect of the
material.

Fig. 8: Stretched samples coated with 20 nm TiO2: (a) and (c) have been deposited with a conductive Au–Pd coating before
stretching, and (b) and (d) after stretching
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Fig. 9: SEM images showing a comparable accumulation of crack with increasing tensile strain for various thicknesses of
conductive coatings on for 20 nm MOX films
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Fig. 10: SEM images showing a comparable accumulation of crack with increasing tensile strain for various thicknesses of
conductive coatings on for 20 nm TiO2 films
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